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About This Content

„The Lion's Song: Episode 2 - Anthology" advances into the depths of the human psyche, uncovered by visual artist Franz
Markert. Franz is an aspiring painter at the turn of the 20th century, trying to immortalize his name within Vienna’s high

society. His unique ability to perceive the flaws, fears and emotions in so-called “layers” allows him to bring them – layer by
layer – onto the canvas.

Doing so, Franz illustrates his very personal view on his models – quite distinctive members of Vienna’s society – as well as his
perspective of the world and the time he is living in. Through his work, Franz seeks to uncover not only the layers of others but
also his own. His layers, who he has sought his entire life - unable to see, feel or perceive them. Will he be able to impress the

critics? Will Franz find himself? And who will help him as the doubts proliferate?

The choices players make in this episode will have a direct impact on the storylines of all future and past episodes, connecting
The Lion’s Song to one overarching narrative. The decisions made will ultimately determine if the protagonists find the success

they are working for.

Please take also a look at the other episodes from The Lion's Song:

http://store.steampowered.com/app/477030
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Title: The Lion's Song: Episode 2 - Anthology
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Mi'pu'mi Games GmbH
Publisher:
Mi'pu'mi Games GmbH
Release Date: 21 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7SP1, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: 2 GHZ

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 compatible

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 10 compatible

Additional Notes: Minimum resolution: 1280x720

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Fun, short game.. its ok, a bit repeptitive nowadays. Not much to do tho.. Makes you create an account and log into their service
after launching, and then the game is just an amateur hour bomberman with a god-awful visual style. This game looks
like♥♥♥♥♥♥and there's nothing to it. Go play a good game instead.. So far I'm enjoying this. Old school Choplifter in a
Minecraft setting. Simple aim is to fly helicopter, with very limited controls, and rescue troops and vehicles from enemy
territory. You may need to shoot and\/or avoid enemies at times as well. Charming with cool physics.

The controls are what will make you love or hate this game. Much like the old Lunar Lander\/Thrust\/Oids type games, you can
only control left thrust, right thrust or both at the same time which makes you feel like you are trying to balance on a bowling
ball. I enjoy the challenge, reminds me somewhat of the old Desert Combat Apache controls. But when it gets windy, it
becomes extremely challenging to control, especially if you have the controls set to the professional option.

I nice diversion from all the modern popular 3d shooters everywhere, and a game that requires a bit of hand eye coordination.. I
wish steam had a rating system instead of a simple up or down rating system. I would give this game about a 5 or 6 out of 10. It's
not the worst turn based game I've played, but it definitly has its issues. There is 0 character or army management. They don't
gain experence, you have no say on what units you get in each battle, they're preset for every scenario. That is my biggest issue
with the game. There are other problems though. The way turns and movement work is just really bad, units constantly get in
each other's way. Almost every game I ended up just staying put and waiting for the enemy to come to me. The unit formation
doesn't work well either. The formations become so unweildy that again they can't move without other units\/terrain getting in
their way. I tink there is potential for this game to be good, but there are just too many bad game designs holding it back. It also
seems the developer has abandon this game.. Love this, very imaginative use of the medium and the works on display in the
gallery are great. It's a virtual art gallery, a room with the pieces on display. I do wish there was a way to move in the room other
than physically walking to let people even with very small play spaces experience it better.. THE GAME WORK FINE THEN
SUDDENLY A WEEK AGO I CANNOT LAUNCH THE GAME, IT MINIMIZE TO DESKTOP THEN GOES
FULLSCREEN AND GOES BACK TO DESKTOP AGAIN, LOOPING FOREVER, I CANNOT REFUND THE GAME
SINCE IT EXCEEDED 2 HOURS GAMEPLAY, PLAYED IT ON WIN 10 64 BIT THIS GAME IS SO BUGGY. Bit too easy,
and playful. Would have expected more serious game, but this'll do. With just 2 buckazoids you'll have a fun evening helping
snails get a new homeworld!
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I am really enjoying this game so far. It's a story driven style game and there's no fighting, which I really like. It's a nice break
from the typical RPG's I usually play. I only got stuck once and looked for a walkthrough of this game or something. There are
no walkthroughs for this game! O.O There were a few video walkthroughs on youtube but they all only covered a small portion
of the beginning of the game. Anyways, I finally figured out where I was supposed to go when I remembered that there's a small
building on the back, right side of the church and after that it was smooth sailing.

I'm not sure how many endings there are but the game description says 'over a dozen'. So far I've seen endings' C1, C2, D and
F1. The only thing that could make this game better would be the addition of trading cards and most definitely some
achievments. More specifically, ending related achievements to help you keep track of which endings you've unlocked and
which ones you have yet to see. Other than that it's a great game. I highly recommend it.. damn

. This doesn't play movies on OSX High Sierra.. It's pretty good if on sale like it was for me. Has a great atmosphere, visuals and
some jump scares. The anticipation from the atmosphere is what kept me on my toes and with the appearing of the anomalies \/
creatures were the cause of my enjoyment. Though i thought that there were not enough anomalies \/ creatures that appeared.
Only worth one play through since you know what to expect the second time around: the unknown with the atmosphere is where
this game shines. Really short game too- 3-4 hours. 7.5\/10. THE BEST RUSSIAN SIMULATOR. PUTIN VODKA
BALALAIKA KALINKA. Rough indie game but fun.. Not worth the full price considering the length nevertheless it is still
decent to get in a discount.
Art is nice but the music could use an improvement. I just turned it off after a while to listen to something else.
This serie could be so much better if there was voice acting + in uncensored version visible male parts during intercourse
because it kind of looks weird, unnatural and lacking as it is now.
Also it kind of sucks that if you want to have a good ending you cant really have much fun if at all until the very end, that is
especially true for this one because unless you lick the boots of that  bank employee  you are basically screwed though I guess it
is kind of realistic as you wouldnt really be able to screw around if you wanted to save your business in real world too.
Well anyway, if you enjoyed the first one and want to see what is awaiting the characters next then get it in a discount, apply the
uncensored patch and enjoy :). Royal Heroes is a great game!

First i did think it was a very small game due to the very low price tag and that it would only have few options and a very limited
lifespan, well that was not true at all, so it is a GREAT buy! The developer is very active and are working on more patches,
addons and storyline to the game all the time. BIG THUMPS UP!

They rock and they are active! (two importen things for gamers)

There are constructive discussions and debates within the community and the fanbasen is growing all the time. They ask what
gamers want to have implemented in the game. They are even talking about pvp game play and other game modes..;)

This is a perfect example of a development team who are gamers themselves! They know what we want and they listen to the
criticism coming their way (not that there has been much criticism), but suggestions they use for new ides to the game...

I simply love playing this game in my private studio, when i am not making music. Sometimes i enjoy this game a little too
much, so i am gaming instead of making music and earning money...LOL..:)

At this low price tag i give this game a solid 10/10 - And i base that on the constant expanding of the game world and the great
dev´s - Elite Games Ltd - YOU ROCK!. Nice skins. 10\/10
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